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PAULINE Hanson's maiden speech to parliament in September 1996 told John 
Howard what -- deep down -- he already knew. A minority of Australians, soon to 
number 1million, was revolting against 13 years of Labor-led social philosophy and 
economic reforms. "My view on issues is based on commonsense," Ms Hanson said.  

"We now have a situation where a type of reverse racism is applied to mainstream 
Australians by those who promote political correctness ... I believe we are in danger 
of being swamped by Asians ... It has got me into trouble on occasions but I am not 
going to stop saying what I think ... Of course I will be called a racist but if I can 
invite whom I want into my home, then I should have the right to have a say in who 
comes to my country ... Australians need and want leaders who can inspire and give 
hope in difficult times." 

 Within two weeks, Mr Howard said "the pall of censorship on certain issues had 
been lifted" during his six months in office. Nine months later, he said Ms Hanson 
"echoes concerns about the pace of change ... These concerns deserve the most 
sensitive understanding". He reinforced his Government's "repudiation of the 
stultifying political correctness which had afflicted Australia". While outwardly 
decrying Hansonism, Mr Howard never called her followers racists. Instead, they 
were people who felt "left out".  

The Hanson message reverberated at state elections but when it came to the crunch 
federally, Mr Howard knew moderate supporters would flee should the Coalition 
strike preference deals with One Nation. While outwardly opposing them, he ensured 
the Liberal rhetoric and often the platform itself tackled many of the Hanson 
concerns. It decried the Aboriginal industry for failing its people, and it criticised the 
UN.  

Mr Howard contained the Hanson revolt in 1998 and, when the polls looked bad 
before last year's election, he claimed "you don't abandon commonsense under 
political pressure". His supporters were "the great mainstream of the Australian 
community" and the Coalition deserved to be re-elected because it offered 
"stewardship of this nation through very difficult times". And above all, with 
boatpeople, "we decide who comes here and under what circumstances". 

 John Howard, through his words and his shifting of the agenda to the populist 
Right, made Pauline Hanson redundant. The protest vote never became a political 
force in its own right. One Nation's policy ineptitude, years of internal splits and the 
inability of Ms Hanson to provide the leadership she said Australia needed also took 
their toll. By November 10, her party's vote had halved to little more than 4 per cent 
and Ms Hanson failed to win a Senate seat. 

 Ms Hanson's father once warned her against entering politics, saying it was a dirty 
game and she wouldn't change a thing. But she surely changed something. She made 
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it safe to appeal to the fear of change, to the envy of others and, more tragically, to 
find scapegoats for perceived injustices. 

 Mr Howard, of course, can rightly claim to have taken the people with him on his 
voyage with Ms Hanson into a past many would rather put behind them. But the 
unholy alliance of Howard and Hanson has sent the nation into a defensive crouch, 
opposed to inevitable economic change and wary, even hostile, to anything foreign. 
To those once just "politically correct" but now a demonised intelligentsia, the 
serious challenge now is to correct the nation's course so that its progress is 
sustained by opportunity and optimism, not stalled by the fears of the discontented.  

This process is already under way in the form of the emerging new consensus on 
Aboriginal affairs, a consensus that accepts that individual, family and social group 
responsibility must be part of the solution to the enduringly unacceptable level of 
indigenous disadvantage. This new consensus must be extended into community 
acceptance of the value of new immigrants to a nation of immigrants. And it must be 
extended to the notion that individual enterprise, competition and reward -- rather 
than protection, high taxation and excessive government regulation -- are essential 
preconditions for a prosperous nation. 
 
 
 


